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1. INTRODUCTION
Topology disovery is still nowadays an important hal-

lenge for researh ommunity. Internet growth has been very
fast, and without too muh ontrol in how interonnetion is
provided. Networks were added to other neighbor networks
but without sharing information about eah other topology.
Topology arhiteture is property of eah enterprise and to
know the network of the others an mean a quantitative dis-
advantage (seurity issues), so they try to keep the seret
about their topology deployments.
From a researher point of view, to know the real topol-

ogy ould mean a huge help at the time of improving the
e�ieny in atual routing algorithms or reating new ones.
With real topology, researh ommunity an study the net-
work behaviors loser to real models making more realisti
studies.
Sienti� ommunity studies network models based on some

topologies derived from how the network are organized. There
are some approximations based on power laws and biases ab-
sene [1℄ and they are well known as good approximations,
but an Internet map is not available to verify them.
There are also some topology approximations based on

making di�erent kind of tests. Some of them are based on
traeroutes but these kind of probes do not show the real IP
level topology beause eah IP are presented as a di�erent
single node in the resultant graph. There have been some
great ideas to try joining di�erent IP addresses belonging to
the same router. Alias resolution shemes as Merator [2℄
and Ally [3℄ are able to join some of the IP addresses to the
same router. The �rst problem with them is that the tests
are very far to give the total identi�ation of routers and
the seond problem is that Internet is really big and some
strategies to make all tests muh faster must be developed.
So this is a open researh topi with many aspets to be
disovered and improved.
The �nal objetive of our researh is to develop new teh-

niques and ideas to reate topology maps at IP level, repre-
senting Internet as a graph where nodes were routes. This
means loser to reality.

2. STATE OF THE ART
The �rst step in topology disovery was made by Van Ja-

obson and his traeroute tool [4℄. With the idea of using
an inremental TTL, it was able to see all the IP addresses
between one host and another. It is nowadays a very pow-
erful tool to detet routing problems and the base for lots of
researhes in topology disovering.
If we fous on alias resolution problem, we an view two

big advanes in this �eld. First one is the Merator identi�-
ation method, and the seond one is the Ally method.
The �rst one is based on the behavior of some routers when

they have to send ICMP error pakets. In many ases, the
router will send all the ICMP error pakets from the same
interfae and with the same soure IP address to the soure
host for the paket whih generated the error.
The seond method is based in the behavior of IP identi-

�er (IPID) �eld into IP layer [5℄. To make this �eld di�erent
between pakets, some routers use this �eld as an inremen-
tal ounter. Ally use this behavior, sending UDP pakets to
a pair of IP addresses.
In order to prevent us to make all the possible tests to

all possible pairs in the network there are some improving
methods to redue the number of tests. For example, we an
fous on the TTL of the reeived pakets and test only the
IP addresses with a short TTL distane [6℄. By this method
we an redue a lot the number of pairs to be tested. It an
be also seen into literature another method based on IPIDs
distanes [7℄ to make the tests only to a more redued set of
IP addresses.

3. OUR WORK
We have been working in the implementation, evaluation

and improvement of existing alias resolution methods. The
�rst two methods whih we implemented were Merator and
Ally. Then we proposed some improvements for those meth-
ods. First we made probing whih more types of probing
pakets. For example, probing pakets like ICMP ECHO
REQUEST pakets to reeive from the router ICMP ECHO
REPLY, like TCP ACK pakets waiting for the TCP RE-
SET paket from the router and we sent also ICMP TIMES-
TAMP REQUEST pakets waiting for ICMP TIMESTAMP
REPLY pakets. The idea was to inrease the number of
responsive routers beause due to paket �ltering lots of the
test that used UDP pakets were lost.
A variation in the number of pakets and the way to make

the tests has been done. In our IPID based tests we have
introdued a stati time o�set between probes. This stati
o�set will make able to inrease the number of pakets to be
sent to the andidate IP addresses to obtain more aurate
tests.
Some studies of fault probability in Ally method has been

done. First a theorial probability study with a simple model
showed that the probability of error exists and it makes pos-
sible that some of the interfaes that not belong to the same
router ould be lustered in the same one. This study has
been done over the lassi Ally implementation based on



Figure 1: Error alias simulation

three pakets.
Figure 1 shows the simulation results to hek the behavior

for inreasing the number of pakets in Ally's error probabil-
ity. With 3 pakets as used by Ally the probability of getting
an error in alias identi�ation is around 9 10−5. This error
an be redued in two orders of magnitude with around 15
pakets.
To make tests, we have used �rstly a testbed, where all

IP addresses, routers and links were well-known. In this
environment, we were able to see if there was any kind of
error in developing ertain test. When all tests worked �ne
in our testbed without any kind of error in alias detetion
proess, we used them into the real world using ETOMIC
platform[8℄.
ETOMIC is a platform developed by a integrated projet

alled Evergrow funded by European Union. It is a en-
tral networking experiment sheduler and has 18 nodes dis-
tributed around all Europe. The probes are synhronized
by a GPS lok and they have two network interfaes. The
�rst of them is an ethernet ard and the seond one is a
Endae DAG ard. The seond ard marks eah paket sent
with a high-preision timestamp and, with the GPS synhro-
nization between probes, o�ers the possibility to make high
preision one-way delay tests.
We have used this platform only as a way to feed our

identi�ation alias system with IP addresses. We have made
Paris-traeroutes between eah ombination of nodes try-
ing to make the onnetion network between them. Paris-
traeroute [9℄ help us to know the real links between routers.
We are ontinuing the studies by using the Planetlab plat-

form [10℄. These nodes will be used to make Paris-traeroutes
to obtain more IP addresses and also the probes will be used
to make aliasing test using nodes as omputation nodes.

Test True False Total (%)
(%) (%) aumulated

Merator 0.017 0 0.017
Ally 0 15.037 15.041

IPID UDP 0.034 20.102 20.997
IPID TCP 0.024 21.468 31.609

IPID ICMP ECHO 0.033 32.700 48.585
IPID ICMP TSTAMP 0.0174 13.867 48.778

Table 1: Results for alias identi�ation

In table 1, the alias identi�ation results using the di�er-
ents methods are presented. The last olumn is the result
for applying the identi�ation methods of ertain row and

all the methods in the rows before. Classial methods, Mer-
ator and Ally, are able only to identify around 15% of pairs
of IP addresses. Most of them are negative alias, and only a
little perentage (0.017%) are positive alias. With our pro-
posal, we improve the results up to almost 50% of pairs of
IP addresses.
If we want to plot the entire Internet we have to fae a

big problem. The omplexity of the number of tests in some
of our aliasing methods. The better methods in a omplete-
ness view, are also the most omplex in a implementation
and network load view. They require more pakets per test
and these tests are made with pairs of IP addresses. We
have a O(n2) omplexity problem, with n the number of IP
addresses. So if we inrease the number of IP addresses to
be tested we will inrease muh more the number of test to
do. This kind of de�ienies must be faed doing the tests
only to the pairs of IP addresses with most probability to be
alias. This is our urrent and interesting work.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Alias resolution shemes allow to identify IP addresses be-

longing to the same routers. Improvements in the methods
in the state of the art are being provided. First, improving
the perentage of identi�ation, using di�erent kind of prob-
ing pakets. Seond, reduing the probing tra� needed to
hek for aliasing. Very good results are being obtained at
this point.
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